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1

what they are saying at all.

2

defendant's argument is that the City has

3

contended that the proximate cause of Muny

4

Light's demise is the predatory tacticsn and

5

the competitive tactics of CEI-

6

contends further that in the case of the Sewer

7

Department and the Water Department-, where they

8

are not involved-, ergo-, absent the predatory

9

claimed proximate cause-, those two divisions are

10

The thrust of the

The defendant

in the same plight as fluny-

At this juncture I take it the question of

11
12

mismanagement-, or whatever-, is not even presented.

13

I mean that issue could be considered without the

14

element of mismanagement-

15

element of mismanagement will come into it.

I’m sure that the

MR. LANSDALE:

16

Yes-

If we fail in

17

our proof with respect to these things-, then we

18

fail -

19

THE COURT:

That’s right.

But-, as

20

I say-, if it develops a voir dire examination is

21

going to be required on any aspect of it as the

22

evidence evolves-. I will be happy to accommodate

23

the parties-, as I have said-

24
25

NR- NORRIS:

Well-. I thought that -

Naybe I misunderstood the order but I thought that

SL71

question of the danger of undue prejudice to the
plaintiffi that if there is mismanagement

demonstrated in Water or Sewer that the jury
might then assume that fluny Light must have

had the same kind of mismanagement! there

certainly is that danger! and the plaintiff
believes there is that possible inference that

might be drawn! and before the jury would be

permitted to hear that kind of evidence there

are so many differences between Water and Sewer
on the one hand and tluny on the other --

THE COURT:

Well! what are the

di f f ersncas?
NR.

LANSDALE:

We contend --

fIR.

NORRIS:

Pardon mef

THE

COURT:

What are thedifferencesf

MR -

NORRIS:

Welli

in the

case of

the Sewer Department it's a much smaller operation.

THE COURT:
difference.

That’s not a

It's just a comparative situation.

HR. NORRIS:

Well! I am looking at

your language! your Honor! the financial plight.
If you look at the balance sheets! I question
whether there is a

THE COURT:

financial plight.

Well! I don ' t know •

Sb7S

1

As I say-, I don’t know-

2

make a determination on -- this is what the jury

3

is going to have to make a determination on-

4

This is what we have to

At this juncture the only thing the Court

5

is concerned with is there doesn’t have to be

6

identical similarity but is the similarity

7

between the table of organization! delegation

8

of responsibility and authority! these physical

9

aspects! of such a similar nature as to warrant

10 .

the admissibility of the evidence concerning

11

the operation of these two departments?

12

that exists! then the question of whether or

13

not there is a condition in either of these

14

departments similar to the claimed condition

15

of HELP is a question of fact for the jury.

16

FIR. NORRIS:

If

Ulelln of course!

17

another significant difference is the lack of

18

competition-

19

situation in either klater or Sewer-

20
21

THE

You don’t have a competitive

COURT:

That is precisely

what they are saying.

22

flR.

LANSDALE:

Exactly-

23

THE

COURT:

You hit it right on

24

25

the head-

HR. LANSDALE:

Exactly-

SL73
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THE COURT:

They are sayingi

2

absent that competitive situation! namelyi where

3

defendant is asserting these predatory tacticsn

4

and if the situation confronting the other two

5

departments is similar to the situation

6

concerning huny Light-, then "You can’t blame us-,

7

fellows-," is what the defendant is saying-,

8

"because we ain’t even there."

9

"ain’t."

10
11

Excuse the

But that-, in sum and substance-, as I
understand it-, is the thrust.

12

HR. LANSDALE:

That’s exactly it.

13

THE COURT:

And what I have

14

gathered from the briefs-, in regard to the

15

opinion that is precisely it.

16

HR . LANSDALE:

17

HR.

NORRIS:

That's exactly it.
In terms of the

18

proximate causation the City doesn’t have to

19

prove that the antitrust violations were the

20

only cause of their injury.

21

22

THE COURT:

As far

as Huny Light is concerned?

23

HR.

24

THE COURT:

25

In whatl’

NORRIS:

That's right.
Uell-,

if you don’t

think you have to prove that-, you’ve got a

different understanding of the law than I have-

1

Just so long as it is

HR. NORRIS:

2
3

a substantial

4

because there could be an element of mismanagement

5

in tiuny Lighti that doesn’t put us out of court.

6

factor in causing the injury.

Just

You are talking about

THE COURT:

7

a question of fact to be decided by the jury

8

and your second sentence or statement is somewhat

9

different than your first statement.

The first

10

statement says that the City doesn't in fact

11

have to prove proximate cause.

12

think you've got to prove proximate causei you

13

better go back and read the law on proximate

14

causei and I will be happy to show you my charge

15

on proximate cause on any tort case.

16

17

tlR.

If you don't

I am saying it doesn't

NORRIS:

have to be the only cause.

18

THE

COURT:

Uhatf

19

NR.

NORRIS:

There can be other

20

factors in addition to the antitrust violation

21

that result in a loss situation for'a plaintiff-,

22

but certainly the law is not that the antitrust

23

violation must be the only thing that contributes

24

to the injury.

25

There may be other factors-, too.

NR.' LANSDALE:

Uhat he is saying is

Sb77
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1

graduat ionf

2
3

A

After two years in the service-i I hired as an

4

industrial engineer with the Litton Industries in

5

Californian and then I was employed as an industrial

6

engineer by the Eldon Industries! Inc- in Hawthornei

7

California -

And in nLS I was employed by the Arthur Young S

8

Company as a management consultant.

9
10

(2

And since you have been with Arthur Young S. Company!

11

have you had some area of specialization or areas in

12

which you have had primary experience?

13

A

Primary experience!

functionally! in operations

14

management and industrial engineering! and in terms

15

of the types of clients served! after about five

16

years working with commercial clients!

17

ten or more years I have been consulting almost

18

exclusively with governmental clients.

19

(2

for the last

Name some of the governmental clients for whom you

20

have done work recently and outline the general

21

nature of the. work-

22

A

In the last few years I have done a lot of work with

23

City and State governments in terms of operational

24

reviews and method analyses and management systems

25

projects.

Sb7fi
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1

Some include Seattlen Uashingtoni Savannahi

2

Georgia-, six different projects with various agencies

3

in the State of Florida-, and I worked with the State

4
5

of North Carolina-, and the Virginia Division of

■

6

tiotor Vehicles-, and currently I am heading a project

7

for the State of tlississippi of an extensive

8

management review of six major agencies-

9

a

Mr- Schmitz-, would you show Fir- Herback CEI Exhibit
Lfll-

10

■[After an interval-!

11
12

a

CEI Exhibit bfll'-i

is that a fuller statement of your

13

background and experience as you have outlined for us

14

here?

15

A

18

19
20
21

22

projects over the last IS

years -

16

17

It shows some

Yes-

a

All right-

rir- rierback-, what were you asked to do to prepare
yourself to testify in this case?
tIR- NORRIS;

nay we approach the

benchf

THE COURT:

Yes-

23

24
25

CBench conference ensued on the record as

follows:1

St.75
1

2

(lerback - direct
HR. NORRIS:

Ue object to any

3

testimony from Nr- flerback on the scope of the

4

project that he has described in his reporti and

5

that is on the basis of the fact that he is not

6

an expert in the areas that are covered in the

7

report ■

8
9

He has specialized in operations resources!

which as I understand iti is time and motion --

10

whereas the -- where is the best placement to

11

put this new facility! the matching of people

12

and toolsn and we do not believei your Honori

13

that he is qualified to talk about the

14

management effectiveness that is throughout his

15

report! and we submit that before he is permitted

16

to testify on these issues in front of the jury!

17

that there should be a voir dire examination as

18

to whether this man is actually appropriately

19

qualified to deliver these opinions.

20

21

22

23

THE COURT:

Well! I think that

is not an unusual request.
NR. LANSDALE:

examine him.

Certainly.

He can

I have no objections.

24

THE COURT:

25

Rather than making it a voir dire examination

All right.

SLHl
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that and determined procedure,

staffing level, and

then worked with top management to determine how to

affect those staffing levels, and we took that data

and decided how to make the proper kind of management
reports, and we got involved in a lot of aspects of
that business.

Really, we were dealing with the Executive Vice
President every day on that project.
But your assignments were restricted to the work

measurement program for MOD direct or indirect

employees?
That is a very concise statement of that poject.

How big was the organization?
Well, it was the Rand-McNally Company, a pretty good

sized organization.
So that the direct task that you were performing was

dealing with MOQ of the Rand-flcNally employees, and

that certainly would not be the equivalent to a task

where you were asked to evaluate the management
effectiveness of top management people; is that

correct? '

Not directly equivalent, but certainly that is

experience that is touching many areas of it.

As I indicated, this was the second project that

Sb=]2
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I had with Arthur Young.
(3

Please give me the next assignment that involved your
getting into an area of top level management

evaluation.

A

All right.

The next one I think of that would fit

your criteria would be work probably in about nba-t.®!
for the Swift and Companyn where they were going
through a reorganization! and we were asked -- and I
was directly responsible for an evaluation of the

impact on Swift and Company’s total corporate sales
and profits! overhead associated with closing 5S0

of their manufacturing and sales facilities! where

we had to consider interrelationships between

facilities that supplied one another! or took
products from one another and had to prioritize the
economic impact of closing various facilities.

(3

This was an economic analysis^

A

It was an economic and operational analysis! and it

had to do with corporate philosophy and business

strategy.
(3

Reading from your page lOi am I correct! and it is

the ninth bullett:
"Large food processor / wholesaler — engagement

manager for a team of four consultants conducting

flerback - cross

economic analysis of costs associated with closing
SSO units and the impact on corporation salesi

profit-, and overhead."

Now-, it says "economic analysis."
Tell me how an evaluation of management

effectiveness at the top level was involved in this
project! and if I missed it-, tell me how it was
involvedA

It doesn’t appear from what I read.

I guess I would need a more precise definition of
what you are referring to as "management effectiveness.

The idea of looking at operations and
developing business strategies is helping them to

come up with more effective management of their

business.

Now-, it was not an evaluation of their current
management effectiveness-, if that is the point you

are driving at(3

Yes-, because unless* I misunderstood you-, your

assignment for this case was to evaluate management
effectiveness and operating efficiencies in certain
parts of the government of the City of Cleveland; is

that corrects’
A

That is correct.

i3

And so that I am inquiring whether or not your work

Sb54
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for Swift a Company in making an economic analysis of

costs with respect to closing 2S0 of their units-, how
did that get into the areas where you had to make an
evaluation of management effectiveness from the top
of the organization dealing with the kinds of

policy matters that topes of organizations typically

deal with.
A-

All right.

I believe I understand the distinction

you are making.
I guess the reason I am having trouble making that
distinction is to evaluate management effectiveness

you have to understand what they are doing and what
the results are-, and what the processes are.

Now-, if you want to more narrowly define that
experience-, probably the next one was in about 1571-,

for the evaluation of the school construction
program of the State of Hawaii-, which was performed

for the legislative auditor for the State of Hawaii-,

and that was an evaluation in the terms that you are
using it.

Uhat page is that onf

a

Help me find that.

A

Page S-, the six bullett down.

C2

It says:

"Assisted in an in-depth analysis of the

statewide school construction programi

2

processes!

4

To the Legislative Auditor of the State of Hawaii.

(3

And it was an operational audit function?

A

-- of the school construction program! all the way

job! and how their building services were doing their
I
jobs! and looking at the relationships with

13

contractors and all aspects of it.

14

(3.

I

Only with respect! however! to the construction of
schools by the Department of Education; is that

16

correct?

17

21

A

,

lilell! I am not sure what you mean by the word

"only."

23

24

25

’
’

kle looked how they planned! to determine

school needs! as the first aspect! and we looked at
.

22

*

at how the Department of Education was doing their

12

20

|
I
'

from planning through maintenance! so we werelooking

11

19

*

A

10

18

for preparation of an operational audit

To whom was the report submitted?

6

15

.1
1

report."

5

9

including the

planning! design! construction! and maintenance

3

8

I

rierback - cross

1

7

SbIS

how they designed the schools! to make sure they

were being cost efficient! and the needs that the
educators were taking into account! and we were
looking into construction management! and then we

I

,

Her back

cross

were looking at maintenance of the facilities-, after
the facilities had been constructed, to find out if

that had properly been considered in the original
planning.

And were you required in that assignment to draw
a value judgment as to the effectiveness of the

performance of the individual people-’
Not of individual people-, but certainly of the

operation in the departments.

And did you draw conclusions with respect to whether
that department was effectively managing or not

effectively managing^

You could put those words upon it.
That was not the phraseology that we used.

Ue talked about the program and how it was
managed.

I guess I should answer directlyn yes, there is

only very subtle differences in what I was thinking.

And that was 1571, did you say?Approximately 1=171.
All right.

Now-, how many other projects-. Nr. Nerback-, have
you been the principal Arthur Young representative
on where your assignment was to evaluate management

SLT7
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effectiveness and operating efficiency! since ITTlf

Uy count is 11.

Would you identify which ones they aref
Page bi the City of Seattle! and that is about the

fifth bullett down.
Why not list them first and give me the years.

All right.
The City of Seattle! nTS-nVt.
The City of Savanna! Georgia! on that same pagei

and that was IT??.

I believe on the bottom of page ?! the Florida
Department of Administration! Division of Retirement!

n7k-n77.

The top of the next page! the rest of the
Florida Department of Administration! the Expansion
Program! nTT-Tfl.

Then the Florida Department of Business
Regulations! nVfl! and a little of ITTH! and that is

the first one! the second bullett down.
Then! the fourth bullett! the Florida Department
of Transportation! which is lIT'l-naQ.

And then The North Carolina Department of

Administration! ITTfl! I believe! and the Virginia

Division

no! strike that.

Herback - cross

1
2

The California Department of Transportationn

3

clerical programi on the bottom of the pagei page fli

4

and that is 1=1?Q.

5

And then the California Division of Highwaysi

That was just a planning

6

welli you can strike that.

7

project and never was implemented-

8
9

All right.

Nowi the State of Hississippi on

the bottom of page T --

10

THE COURT:

kJhen was that?’

11

THE UITNESS:

That is currently in

Started July li and now that comes up

12

process.

13

toi I believei 5 rather than 11-

14
15
16

I think I misidentified a couple in my
first count-

I would have to review them.

HR. NORRIS:

If I could request

17

an opportunity during the luncheon break to put

18

a few more questions on these ninei I would

19

appreciate it-

Yesi you may.

20

THE COURT:

21

Ladies and gentlemeni it appears that we

22

are about five minutes past the noon houri and

23

that means we have to go out and eat-

24

25

So-, please-, during the recess-, adhere to the
Court's admonitionsi and return here at l:3Qi

SLTH
Herback - cross

and we will proceed at that timeYou are free to go-

-CLuncheon recess was taken-l

S70Q

FRIDAY^ OCTOBER 2M-, IHSO; 1;MD P-H-

{The following proceedings were had in the

absence of the jury:?
riR. NORRIS:

Your Honori we are not

going to interpose any further objection to

fir. flerback’s credentials.

THE COURT:

Very well.

You may

proceed with your direct examination! fir.

Lansdale.
{The foregoing proceedings were had in the

absence of the jury.?

{The jurors resumed their places in the

jury box.?

THE COURT:

You may proceed.

DIRECT EXAdlNATION OF DENNIS flERBACK

BY HR. LANSDALE:
(3

Hr. Herbacki will you explain in a little bit more
detail than you did in answer to Hr. Norris'

question what you were asked to do to prepare

yourself for this testimony^

S7Q1

rierback - direct

1

2

A

determine whether conditions of mismanagement

4

existed. .

5

(3

A

Specif’i<al ly the Divisions of hJater and Heat and
the Division of Water Pollution Control-

9
10

And what enterprises were you asked to testify about
that you invest!gated?

7
8

kle were asked to investigate the management of

a number of enterprise operations in the City to

3

6

Yes.

(3

Will you look at the exhibit which is beside you on
the easeli which is the City's Exhibit 2L -- forgot

11

the number.

12

Can you tell the number?

13
14

A

2H52.

15

(3

-- 2452 and tell me where those two departments are
in the City’s organization?

16
17

A

and the operating divisions are Division of Water

18

and Heat hersi Division of Water Pollution Control

19

is herei Division of Water Pollution Control is here

20

and the other division in here is the Division of

21

Light and Power-

22
23

(3

Nowi what period of time did you look at in making

your examination?

24
25

This represents the Department of Public Utilities

A

Specifically the period of time between ITLS and

S7Q2
Herback - direct

1

1576.

2
3

(3

time?

4
5

A

management over a long enough period of time-, and

7

also it was a period where the most data was

8

available to analyze.

9

11

Ue felt that this period was sufficient to establish
a pattern to give us’the ability to analyze

6

10

Any particular reason why you picked that span of

13

Now-1 how did you go about making your investigation?

A

Basically five steps:

lile first of all establish criteria against

12

13

which to measure management effectiveness and

14

operating efficiency! and then we collected a great

15

deal of data from various published sources, the

16

Public Administration Library of the Cityi and

17

authors of various studiesi and some that counsel

18

provided! and we read and evaluated that material!

19

and ue analyzed the data! and developed it! and

20

then summarized it! and evaluated it! and formed

21

our conclusions.

22

t3

you.

23
24

25

I notice you have several boxes over there beside

A

Uhat are those for?

They contain approximately 275 some documents that we

collected during the study upon which this evaluation

S703
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was based.
£3

Nowi Hr. flerbacki what were the principal factors
that you considered in evaluating the City’s

management of the two enterprises to which you

re ferred?
A

Primarily we looked at two general categories:
One was the results of their management
effortn and the second was the actual management

process and tasks and how they were performed-

riore specificallyn within the area of results^
we looked at the services that had been provided
and the operating condition of their facilities!

and we looked at their capital improvement planning!
and also- the implementation! and we looked at the

financial condition! and then in terms of the
management process and tasks we looked at how

they planned and budgeted! and we looked at their
financial reports.
Those were the five primary criteria! and

then there were also some other factors! continuity
of management! and adherence to legal requirements!
and the opinions of people who dealt with the City!

and the political influences on management and the

management processes.

S7DM

rienback - direct
1
Now-, will you tell us in general the kind of

2

documentation that you looked at -- I don’t want you
3

to identify each and every one of the S7S itemsn but
4

what type of things did you.look atf

5

Firsti we looked at the documents from the Department
of Financial Reports-, and the State Auditor reports-,

7

and independent CPA reports-, and we looked at

8

capital improvement plans and the bond issues-, and

9

a number of reports that were prepared by various

10

consultants-, and we looked at the results of the

11

Cleveland Little Hoover Commission-, and a number of

12

special committees-, and we looked at a number of

13

study groups-, and we looked at the most recent

14

operations and Improvement Task Force report-, and

15

the City charter-,

16

the applicable City ordinances-, and finally we

17

used the newspapers-, really-, as a basis for finding

18

out where other information might be-, plus we did

19

use some quotes of the newspapers.

20
21

22

23
24
25

and the Ohio Revised Code-, and

(3

Now-, based upon this work that you did-, do you have
an opinion as to the quality of the City’s

management of the enterprise activities-, that is to
say-, the two that you looked at-, the Water and the

Sewerf

S70L
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1

operated independently as of themselves.

2

The major problem was the organizational structure

3
4

of the governmental system in Clevelandn where we have

5

no independent Boards or Commissionsi and Water and

6

Sewer is just another City Department of the Department

7

of Public Utilities! and this means that rates have

8

to be determined by the Board of Control and the

9

City Council! and like all city operations! we

10

found it a difficult thing! we found the difficult

11

thing was the enterprises all share the same

12

management political structure! the same planning

13

and budgeting and evaluation process! and the same

.accounting and reporting systemsi the same personnel

14
15

systems! the way they hire and retain people! and

16

the same payroll! and the same purchasing system! and

17

the same data processing services*! which means

18

problems in those areas have a direct impact upon

19

the operation of the enterprises! though they are not

20

directly in control of the management! and finally

21

we found they were not officially independent

22

despite some legal or stated requirements! which

23

means the problems of the City really had a direct

24

impact on these operations and their management.

25

(3

Well! do these problems involve factors which bear

5707
nerback - direct

directly upon the management effectiveness and the
operations of these individual enterprises?
I think so.

These enterprises are trying to

function

within really what is an antequated system of

Government here in Cleveland! a system that has a
33-member City Council in operation as a Board of

Directors with two-year termsi and none of them being
"at largen" and therefore no one concerned with the

overall cityi but rather with their own particular
constituency!

and it was difficult to have any

continuity of planning or implementation! and a

highly political atmosphere.

And we also found in this atmosphere it meant
that long-range planning was really not acceptable
to the Mayor and Council.

They wanted immediate

results and highly visible results! so long-range

things! things not visible to the people! were really

not looked upon favorably.
tile found in their whole budgeting appraoch that
the way it was presented and the way it was developed

really didn’t reflect- the needed services and the

other requirements.

Capital budgeting really was characterized as a
joke.

It was really not on the basis of a plan or the

S7Dfl
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City Planning Commission’s report-, but it was based

upon an exceptional item-, one by one-, that were
mainly approved for political purposes rather than

what is the best longer- term interests of the City.
There was a lack of follow-through in many-,
The official relationships that I

many respects.

mentioned where they were tied together-, these had

a direct impact.

The financial crisis that started

in the City in about 157D-71-1 affected all operations
and we found that again things that directly

impacted these enterprises-, that there is little done
to correct the causes of the problem-, and instead-,

there was a lot of financial gimmickry going on

during and throughout the period of the

’7Q's-, at

least rather than trying to get at the real cause
of the financial problems-, so I think those are
things that I had to consider in looking at these

enterprises.

Ide couldn’t divorce their operations

from the rest of the City and the City’s operations.

t3

Now-, Hr. Berback-i I wish to direct your attention

first to the Idater Department.

HR. LANSDALE:

Hr. Hurphy-, will you

put CEI Exhibit l=i7S on the screen?
(3

Directing your attention first to the department or

flerback - direct
1

the enterprise designated "Uater and Heati" firstn
2

does Heat have any part of that any more?
3
A

Not any more-

It was part of it back — I think it

4
was sometime in the late lltiD’s that the City quit

5

using steam pumps for their water operation-

They

6

used to sell the heat by-producti but that has long
7

since ceased to exist8
(3

Well-, directing your attention then to the Water

9

Department! will you go through the different parts
10
of their organization or their operation! so to speak!

11
and indicate what you found! please'?
12

A

I would like to talk about it in terms of those five

13

primary criteria that we established as our
14

evaluation criteria15

As you can see! we classified all of them as
16

being poor-

To be specific on why we need those

17

classifications in terms of the Department of Water
18

or Division of Water and Heat! the services and
19

operating conditions! we found there were!

for

20

example!

insufficient water pressure! insufficient

21

capacity since ntS and beforei one of four
22

purification plants in the City is ready to collapse;
23

there were hundreds of fire hydrants that were
24

defective around the city; the high-pressure water
25
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1
2

system! supposedly for fire-fighting purposes! has

3

been inoperative for a number of years-

4

There are thousands of water meters that need to

The City is losing about 25 percent of

5

be replaced.

6

the water they pump out of the lake and treat-

7

never getting to the customer or never getting billed-

8

They are losing about IS percent for leakage through

9

the system-

10
11

It is

Another ID percent is getting to

customers and not being metered-

Ue also found a number of operating

12

insufficiencies in terms of the way those services

13

are provided by the Division of Uater and Heat-

14

To go over to capital improvement planning and

15

implementation! this whole process of capital

16

imrpovement planning! ' which is supposed to run

17

through the City Planning Commission! went on for a

18

number of years-

19

Commission said they were going to cut back on the

20

nature of their request! which was a five-year plan

21

and one-year capital budget-

22

few more years in the 157D's and finally abandoned the

23

whole process in IT??!

24

Commission themselves said! the whole thing is

25

really kind of a wish book and was universally

In the early 1‘170's the Planning

They tried that for a

'75 because! as the Planning
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1

2

ignored by decision-makers and they just got tired

3

of going through the exericse-. I suppose.

4

So this meant that the Planning Commission

5

document really wasn't terribly helpful in terms of

6

what we analyzed-

7

Ide looked at a number of studies that had been

8

performed of the water operation^ in nS3 by Havens &

9

Emerson! andother in nS4i a very extensive study in

I
|

10

1571 by an international engineering firmi Parsons,

i

11

Brinkerhaufi of the water operations! another study

jj

12

in 1573.

j j

13

It would appear that almost nothing recommended

14

out of these studies was implemented even though in

15

the case of the Parsons report they spent over

j

I
j |

J
16

17

$3Q0tDDD in the preparation of that report.

Vh

Besides those independent consultants or

18

engineering firms hired by the City! the United

19

States and the Ohio Environmental Protective

I

20

Agencies jointly conducted studies of the water

1

21

system in 1570 and followed up again in 1574 just

22

before the

23

almost SO recommendations which were fairly strong

24

recommendations and almost none of those have

25

been implemented or, to our knowledge, have been

well! in 1574'.

Those studies had

1’3

I I
J; J

51
#I

'I
*I
"I
,J
i
i 1
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1

implemented at this time-

2

3

(3

next item in your chart?’

4

5
6
7

8
9
10

11

Idi 11 you turn to the financial situation which is the

A

Ue found the financial condition! as a natural

result of that IM-year periodi to be generally poor.
In almost half the years the division had a net

lossi and that is without considering what they

should have done.

That's just considering the money

they did spend and bears no relationship to what

should have been spent to improve the system.

12

Despite the fact that they were really in

13

fairly shaky financial condition of their own over

14

that period! they transferred more than

15

to the City general fund which were monies that! as

16

an operating independent enterprise division! should

17

have stayed within that Division of Uater but yet

18

were diverted to the general fund-

19
20

million

Ue found one of the problems was the fact that

they have had and still do have some of the lowest

21

rates in the country which have been called

22

inadequate by their own consultants in terms of the

23

needs that exist.

24
25

The financial report we used showed a number
of very questionable items.

The way that is
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2

presented there is no explanation-

3

sure why some of the entries were as they werei but

4

particularly some of the transfer of funds to the

5

city enterprises which are supposed to be for

6

services! such as for the Division of Uater

7

obviously has to buy power from fluny Light to run

8

their equipment! but yet we saw some very unusual

9

variances or variations in the amounts they transferred

Ide weren't really

10

that really just made no logical sense-

11

didn't appear to be rational-

12

is an indication there might be some unusual

13

accounting treatments with those numbers-

14

(3

15
16

They just

And we think there

Idhat do you mean by "unusual" and "don't make any

sense"?
A

Normally! you would expect that an operation like the

17

Division of klater! which is fairly. stable in terms

18

of they pump generally the same amount of water every

19

year! and yet we were seeing from year to year the

20

difference in the monies that were transferred from

21

the Division of Water to the Division of Light and

22

Power varying extremely! by millions of dollars!

23

and some of them happened to occur in years when we

24

have found from other records huny Light was having

25

some real problems financially-
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Now will you pass on to the budgeting category?
Budgeting! which should be operational! budgeting is

probably one of the most important governmental
management processes. ' It has the effect of law
when the budget ordinance is passedthe process was wholly inadequate.

But we found
It had been

criticized many times in writing since at least 15tiS

and we found people who says it has perpetuated and
really aggravated the financial crisis of the city.

Budgeting decisions! in our opinion! appear to
be quite questionable-

There tends to be again a

tendency to ignore the real source of the problems

and just figure! '’Uell! somehow! we are going to get
by.

Ue don't know how but we will get by."

And

this was in the budget statement and the Mayor’s
cover letters! in factIn measuring how well the budget we compared

the budget amounts for each line item for each
enterprise through the years and compared it to the

actual amount spent! and we

found some significant

variances.
The receipt budget of how much they estimated
they would bring in in terms of revenues! there

were several differences! differences that could not
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of the water Operation-

Expenditures n they underspent their budget almost
every year by millions of dollarsn which means that
the budget that was passed and approved by Counciln

the Division just didn’t spend that money by millions
of dollars.

A peak part of that was in terms of capital
outlay and net service where they underpsent during

the IM-year period $3S millioni which is really

underspending by S4 percent against what they had
budgeted and approved-

Building maintenance was underspent by
Sa percent.

And they transferred to Light and

Power by more than one third the amount of money
they had planned to transfer.

In other uordsi they

said we expect to'have to pay Light and Power
$1 million.

They would end up paying them $1-3

million on the average through the IM-year period.

In facti in 1571 they overtransferred•by 148

percent fl

nr. nerbacki I noticed that on "Financial

Reporting and Independence" you have given a little

bit better mark.

Tell us what you found there-

S71b
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A

I think the little bit better mark was because they
did have independent CPA reports.

Whereas other

operations really could never figure out exactly

where they were financially! at least they did

have the independent CPA’s come in on an annual
basis and calculate the financial statusBut in terms of the reporting for the use of

management to make management decisions! we

found

it was really a disaster! almost non-existent!

that they did not have any -- The CPA and the

internal annual reports were only once a yearThey were too late! sometimes three! si.x months
after the close of the year-

There were no

monthly reports! no other management information

prepared on a regular basis in terms of their
financial statusWe found numerous studies of recommendations
through the years recommending the system be
improved! and we found these! the best I could

determine! to be universally ignored.

The State Auditor report we looked at were
also quite critical .and found many legal violations

of what the City Charter and ordinances said they

should be doing in terms of the financial process
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1

of the City.

2
3

(2

Hr. Herbacki will you turn your attention now to what

4

is designated on your chart as "Water Pollution

5

Control"^

This is sewersi

6

isn’t it?

7

A

This is sewersi yes.

8

t3

Will you tell us again about that department in the
same manner that you covered the Water Department?

9
10

A

In terms of services and operating conditions! again

11

probably one of the most visible evidences of poor

12

service is the heavy pollution which has existed

13

for many! many years around the city and the streams

14

going into the lake and the shore line of the lake

15

near Cleveland.

16

Treatment plants were found to be inadequate!

17

overloaded! and the sewer collection system

18

seriously deteriorating! numerous cave-ins occurring

19

all the time!

20

lines! overflows which are really safety devices

il

are not working which meant discharges are going

22

straight into the streams and lakes; substantial ■

23

amounts of ground water infiltration in the sewer

24

lines! which means the lines were leaking and the

25

ground water was going into them and filling up the

insufficient capacity of the sewer

S7ia
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2

system with ground wateri significant reports of

3

basement

4

flooding in various parts of the city-

Ide found they have no regular maintenance

5

inspection programs of the sewer linesi that they

6

really only respond to complaints.

7

about the equipmentn not having the necessary

8

equipment to maintain and operate the facilities and

9

not having adequate repair capabilities.

10

c3

11
12

Ide found reports

Pass on to the "Planning and Implementation"
category.

A

Here we looked primarily to the Ohio Idater

13

Pollution Control Board which is part of the Ohio

14

Department of Health and has responsibility for what

15

they call discharge into the waters of the state.

16

They must authorize any discharges.

17

come out with permits that are sometimes annuali

18

sometimes other periods.

19

They usually

Ide went through correspondence between the Ohio

20

Pollution Control Board and the City since about ITST.

21

Consistently the correspondence indicated that the

22

Control Board was criticizing the City and their

23

lack of action and failure to complete the promised

24

projects! promised improvement situations.

25

criticized the City for not having an overall waste

They
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1

2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

22

23

24
25

water disposal plan

or a financial plan.

The City finally promised such a study and made

this promise in Januaryi 1=1LS.

Then Hayor Carl

Stokes presented a plan — I think it was by
Havens & Emerson — Junei ntfl-i sayingn "This is the
City's plan."

They made little progress and there

was again some hearings held and the City in Augustn

a little over a year lateri denied that was
their plani yet offered nothing to replace that
Havens & Emerson study.
The Water Pollution Control Board then ordered

them to show cause why they were violating their

orders -- this was in Apriln 1570 — and then ordered
that they stop all new sewer hook-ups in the city.

About a month later the City unilaterally lifted
this' ban and allowed people to begin to hook up

sewers again despite the direct orders of the state
Water Pollution Control Board.

Legal actions began that were consolidated with

some of the suburbs that filedn and it finally
resulted in Junsi l‘=172-i in the sewer operation being

regionalized as part of the Cleveland Regional

Sewer District.
There is an interesting study about the capital
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1

2

situation in Cleveland that was prepared last

3

September by the Urban Institute in Washington who

4

reported in the four years since the formation of the

5

Regional Sewer District they spent SO percent more

6

for capital improvement projects than the City had

7

spent in the previous MO years-

S

(3

Pass on to the category of "Financial Condition-"

9

A

The situation with their surplus deficit over the

10

IM-year period is essentially the same as Uateri

11

generally poor-

Here again-i howeveri they transferred a total

12
13 ■

of $tiOQ-iOOO back to the City’s general fund-

14

we found numerous documentationt statements that the

15

rates charged for sewers were some of the lowest in

16

the country-, and again we found some of the same --

17

not the same but different kind of financial gimmicks

IS

in terms of the way the financial results were

19

presented that tended to inflate certain years and

20

make them appear to have a higher surplus than they

21

really didn or less of a deficit-

I think that's about it in finance

22
23

Again

fl

Pass on to the next one. the budgeting.

A

Againi in budgeting we found in our comparisons in
budgeting amountsi the actual amounts we found
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large variances-,

large differences is in the receipts.

Expenditures! again-, typically-, they underspent

their budget.

Two thirds of this underexpenditure was

again because they did not.make capital expenditures
they had budgeted.

the budget was for

In fact-, here over the IM years

million and they spent

million during those IM years-, 7fl percent of the

budget.
One thing I forgot to mention on Uater but I

will bring it up here -- it's about the same — is

their personnel budget-, and they do budget for the

number of people.

The comparison of the actual

number of people on the payroll versus the budget

again varies

widely-, particularly in the case of

Sewers. - They never seem to plan for an increase

or decrease in staff from one year to the next.
They always seem to-budget what they had last year
and yet it was at a time -For instance-, when the Regional Sewer District

was formed-, when obviously they were going to have
less people-, the budget did not reflect that but the

actual did go down.

They just didn't appear to

ever be able to anticipate or plan what would happen
in the enterprise in terms of the number of people.
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Last we deal with "Financial Reporting and Independence.

A

Let me dwell a little on the independence aspect tharei
particularly.

By legal definition in the charter these two
enterprises are supposed to be financially independent!
and what that means is defined quite clearly.

Yet

prior to the late IHLD's capital improvement

expenditures came from the general fund-

They

never issued a revenue bond and they never carried

that capital service or that debt service for capital
outlay on the reports for the Division of Water

Pollution Control-

They really were not financially

independent.
In terms of their reporting! we've got the same

system deficiencies as in Water.

They were part of

the same department and the criticisms and problems
with their financial reporting were almost identical

between Water and Sewer-

One interesting aspect we picked up! and I guess
it was from -- or the Operations Improvement Task

Force that just came out! that just as a part of
their financial reporting during the! what is it now!
six years or so that they have been working with the
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Regional Sewer District! they have been doing the
billing

for them-, yet for all that period after a

cash flow of some $3Li million! they have never
reconciled the records to the Regional Sewer
District's records.

It’s like not reconciling your

bank account after running $3ti million through it.

nr. derback! are there any of the general factors

that you found that have a bearing upon your

conclusions that you haven't already talked about?
There are severalFirst of all! we found one of the probable causes

of some of these problems is the lack of management
continuity within the Department of Public Utilities

and the two divisions! change of leadership occurring!
I think it was on the average of about every three
and a half years-

This was both a political

appointee who was Department Director as well as a

civil service employee who was Commissioner.
Ue had one period when the Uater Pollution
Control Commissioner was in an acting status for
four years-

They never made his appointment

permanent -

I mentioned before some of the problems in the

city! taking actions which we deemed to be not in
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1
2
3

accordance with legal requirements •

This was not a legal review in that sensei but

4

we did have verification of this from some of the

5

State Auditor’s findings-

6

because in most Government operations you have

7

managers look at the lawi at the charteri at the

8

ordinance as their bible and they will go to

9

extremes to make sure they are in conformance with

10

that law-

11

criteria they use.

12

This was quite unusual

That's one of the primary operating

But we found illegal actions in terms of lack

13

of payment for charges by the departments!

14

power providing power to the water and heat and not

15

making timely payment of those interdepartment

16

charges! lack of bank reconciliation! illegal

17

destruction of utility accounting records for the

18

whole Department of Public Utilities'! lack of

19

required information that is called for in the

20

City Charter being submitted with the budgeti

21

lack of regular operational and financial

22

reporting that is required by the law; for the

23

last several years no capital improvement plan and

24

budget even though again that is in the charter!

25

lack of required audits that are again in the

like
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charter.

A number of other actions of that nature-

Ue also looked at the opinions of those who deal
with the system and found them generally to be very

poori to be critical far and above what we would
normally expect-

Governments get criticized quite a bit in every

part of the country.

It’s a favorit whipping boyi

and I have seen this all over the country.

But the

amount of criticism! the consistency of that
criticism and the lack of any real praise for

Government we found to be quite unusual here-

This was criticism coming from vendors or
companies who must deal with the City, from the
suburbs that must deal with the City; State

Legislators! primarily revolving around the
default situation; the business community; the

bankers! and! of course! the news media has been

very critical in past yearsThe last thing that I think I would like to
mention is the political situation in the city and

the impact it has on operations! and if I may I would
like to read a quote from this Urban Institute

Research Report in 1575-

They quoted and said that:

"The political institutions have exasperated
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Cleveland's capital improvement problems-

The water

system has delayed essential projects for years because

of disputes with suburban jurisdictions over the rate

structure and maintenance responsibilities:

Cleveland's

city council has been reluctant to grant needed rate
increases.

Sewer maintenance responsibilities are

shared between the city and a regional districtn an

arrangement which has been troublesome and hard to
coordinate."

"The political leaders have failed to take steps
needed to preserve the City's financial condition-

Citizen demand for low tax rates and low utility

rates has been allowed to obscure the shared

interest in keeping the Government in sound
financial condition.

Uhile its form of government

organization is traditionally associated with a

strong Hayori the Ilayor is in fact quite limited

in his actions by the City Council of 33 membersi
each of whom represents a different ward-

In the

City Council it frequently happens that the Council
President opposes the flayor's initiative and is

unable to put together the 17 votes necessary to
reject them and that the flayor then opposes the
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1

it

Council President's initiatives and

2

cessfully vetoes them-

3

tling the Councili Mayor Carl Stokes concluded!

4
»M

5
6
7

8

12

13
14

Unwieldy is not the

““'■di it is corruptive! it is crippling-’

The

Political system has worked well in keeping taxes

I utility rates low -- the tax burden is lower
+• In

11

other major city in the country has such an

uni.iieidiy legislative body.

9
10

After four years of

-■’n in almost any other large U-S-

City -- but it

h o K' not effectively responded to the City's fiscal

P*^''blems - "

MR. LANSDALE:

Thank you-

I have

no further questions-

15

16

’* I
)> 1

17

18
19
20

21

22
23

24
25

I
1

J
i
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2

3

BY NR,

NORRIS:

4

Things are pretty bad in Cleveland! is that your

5

opinion?

6

A

That is not what I saidn sir-

7

(3

You think that Nayor Stokes — do you think he

8
9

inismanaged the city when he was in office?
A

C do noti and our study did not deal with

10

personalities and personal actions-

11

part of measuring the overall management

12

effectiveness.

13

You certainly have identified some fundamental

14

differences between Government operations and

15

private corporations’ operatiunsi is that correct?

That is not

16

A

C am not sure I know what you are referring to-

17

(3

iJelli a lot of things that you testified toi that

18

you found wrong in Cleveland-! I take it would not be

19

the sort of thing that you would find wrong in

20

private industry?

21

A

22

In fact-i the basis for my conclusions were other

23

24
25

I didn’t say that and I don’t mean that^

governmental operations.
£3

Can you think of any private industry operation that

you have looked at during your professional career

S7E=i
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1

that has as many things wrong with it as you described

2

in the last 30 minutes heref

3
4

A

I certainly have heard of somei and they are now

5

bankrupted•

6

7

a

Tell men Nr. Merbackn when the people of the City of

Cleveland have voted not to sell the Nuny Light

8

system! would you think that was a criticism of the

9

City’s operation?’

10
11

Not that I have personally been associated withn but

A

I am not sure what the basis was that the individuals
decided to vote the way they did-

12

That is based on many factors other than the

13

actual facts-

14

15
16
17

(3

And you are not a lawyerf

A

No •

(2

City tell the administration they want the light

18

plant! then it is up to the flayor to do the best he

19

can to keep the light plant operating?’

20
21

A

To a degree! but I think the way the Nayor presents
that proposition and the campaigning that is done

22

prior to that vote! that also that had a large impact

23

on that vote-

24

25

But you agree! would you not! if the voters in the

(3

Are you familiar with what the results of the recent
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votes on the issue of, to sell or not to sell, are
you familiar with that?

Generally I am familiar.

I know what the final

decisions were-

Uhat were they?
Not to sell the City Light Plant.

And you quoted at length from this book put out by
the Urban Institute called the Future of Cleveland,
Capital Plant?
Yes.

How many such studies were put out by the Urban
Institute?
Three so far.

Uhat other -- what are the other cities that you refer
to?
New York City,

Now, are you

Cincinnati, and Cleveland.

familiar with what the genesis of those

reports was?
Not specifically, no.

Have you- got any -- strike that.
Do you know why in these reports, on all of
those cities there is more negative information

than positive?
Well, they are talking about the capital crisis in
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(3

liJhat was the intended audience for these reportsi

fir. flerback?
A

Without going back and looking at iti I don’t remember.

<3

They wouldn’t be best sellers on the newsstand?
Noi siri not typicallyn no.

(3

Now-, would you agree with me that you could find as

many negative things about the City of New York in
this Urban Institute study which is entitledi

"The Future of New York City-, Capital Plant-." as
we found in the one about Cleveland?
Idould you think that is a fair statement?

A

I have read the New York report once-, and I would

think generally it is fair-, but I would like you then
to ask the same question about the City of Cincinnati.

(3

Tell me about the City of Cincinnati-, are there more
positive things about Cincinnati than New York City

and Cleveland?
A

In terms of capital plant-, that report indicated yes.

(3

Getting back to my earlier question; isn’t it a fact
that these reports-, the one on New York and

Cleveland and Cincinnati-, that they were written by
the Urban Institute with the principal audience the

Department of Human Resources-, HUD-, in Washington-,
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the purpose being to squeeze as much additional
Federal money-out of that organization as possible^
is that a fair statement;’
A

I don't know that for .a fact-

I suspect you are

rightn because I recall it was written under a HUD
granti however-i I know the Urban Institute like

Arthur Young and others cannot turn the facts around

and misrepresent them-i not if they are going to stay
in business(3

But you agree that that is the audience that those
reports were directed to?

A

I assume so-

c3

You don't disputethat?

A

I don't disagree-

(2

When you were given

this assignment by Squirei

Sanders & Dempseyi were you tol.d that you couldn't
go and talk to people in the City of Cleveland

about this?
A

(de were not told -- we agreed that we would not

es

Idas it your idea that you wouldn't go and talk to

people about these terrible things?

A

I don't really remember where the idea initiated!
but we agreed mutually that we would not-

(3

You mean you might have suggested itn or counsel
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1
might have suggested it^

2

A

YEst that is correct-

3

(3

And you have no recollection of where it came fromf

A

Noi I don’t personally! because I was not involved

4
5
directly in the very early arrangements of this

6

consulting project.

That was done by our people here

7
in Cleveland!

in the Cleveland offi.ce! and this was

8

fairly well laid out when I became involved to start
9
the project.
10

(3

And you do your work in Atlanta for the most part?

A

I am based in Atlanta! but I probably do less than 5

11

12

percent of my work in Atlanta! unfortunately.
13

(3

Actually you have consulted a very large number of

14

secondary sources in your work! haven't youf
15

A

hJell!

if I understand the word "secondary sources!"

16
meaning other people's reports!

yes! that is correct.

17
18

(3

Uhen you criticized the Water Department for having
old meters and leaking SS percent of the water they

19

pump out of the lake! you never took the opportunity
20

to go and talk to the people involved and find out
21
22

why! did youf
fIR.

LANSDALE:

23

approach the bench?

24
25

Your Honor! may we
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1
2

3
4

<Bench conference ensued on the record as

follows:1
HR.

I passed this up on

LANSDALE:

Donheisern but we have a

5

the interrogation of Nr-

6

matter here in litigation-, and I wonder what the

7

City’s position would be if we sent people outside

8

of the discovery process to talk to the employees

9

and representatives of the City in a litigated

10

matter for the purposes of getting information

11

for discovery purposes.

12

I object to the suggestions implicit in

13

these questions-

14

improper for us to deal with the personnel of

15

the City except in the presence of counsel in

16 •

the part of the discovery process-

17

It would have been legally

NR- NORRIS:

lilell-. he is giving --

18

he was given a lot of secondary information that

19

is in the public record-

20

THE COURT:

Uhy don’t you use

21

the public records then?

22

on this exami nation 1 and again-. I don’t know why

23

there hasn’t been an objection before-

I listened to you hear

24

All the questions -- out of all of the

25

questions you asked-, maybe you asked one or two
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2

that were really relevant questions.

3

I will sustain the objection.

4

Please

address the issues.

5

■CEnd of bench conference.!

6
7

THE COURT:

8
9
10

You may proceedi

fir. Norris.

BY MR. NORRIS:
(3

In your work papersn Nr. Nerbackn you made reference

11

to transfers! and I believe your direct testimony was

12

that you were talking about transfers that should have

13

stayed with the Division! either the Uater Division or

14

the Sewer Division.

15

And you have a chart -- let's see if I can find that

16

chart.

17

I think it is a Uater Department chart! Hr.

18

rierback! where you identified transfers that you

19

find mysterious or unusual.

20

THE COURT:

21

the transfer of funds from one department to

22

another J*

23

24
25

Are we talking about

NR.

(3

NORRIS:

Yes! your Honor.

I think that the page in the report is page fiS!
and you have a table! fir. flerback! entitled! "Uater
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1
and Hsati Transfers to Other Funds."

2
A

Yes T sir.

(3

Is that correct?

A

That is correct.

3

4
5

That is not to the general fund.

That is to

6
other funds for services provided as the supposed

7
reason for those transfers.

8
(2

Yes-

I am looking at -- you described this same area

9
on page L? that is pictured on page flSi and your page

10

t,7 says-, "Transfer to other funds-, accept general
11

funds-," and the bottom of the payge you say-,

12

"Special accounts are not defined in the hayor’s
13

estimate.

It is not at all clear what services are

14

being provided.

These transfers total M • T million

15

over the 10 years and therefore have a significant
16

effect on the Division’s financial results.
17

"There was a

million transfer in 1173 alone."

18

And as I read your report-, you are questioning

19
those transfers as being inappropriate or at least
20

not properly documented^

is that a fair statement?

21

A

be are questioning what those transfers are-, because

22

the only definition was simply the title-,

23

"Transfer to a Special Account-," and that was what
24

was in the flayor’s estimate-, the source of this data.
25
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1

2

Idhy did you use the flayor’s estimate instead of using

i3

the audited financial statements of those two divisions?’

3

4

For a couple of reasons:

A

’

5

One was that we could not obtainn let’s sayi

6

certified public accounting reports for all the years

7

that we wanted to studyn and the financial reports

8

put out by the Department of Finance did not show an

9

adequate level of detail.

10

Because of the many different ways of classifying

11

the accounts! we found that we had to use one that was

12

at least consistent to itselfi and so we couldn’t fill

13

in CPA reports!

14

let’s say! with other data.

The Mayor’s estimate we could obtain for the whole

15

time! and we also had the ability then to compare

16

budgets against actual on the same bases! whereas!

17

if we had the budget from the Mayor’s estimate and

18

actual from some other source! because the! because

19

of the different way of putting the financial data

20

together! we could not have made that comparison.

There are some other reasons! but those are the

21
22

primary ones.

Wasn’t there another question you had before

23

24

25

you got on to why we used the Mayor’s estimates?’
(2

Yes-

I am coming back to that.
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1
2
3

A

Okay-

(3

dr- derbacki I had asked dr. Schmitz to hand you

4

Plaintiff's Exhibit 2113t which is a computer printout

•5

with respect to the tdater Department-i and I ask you to

6

address your attention to the first package on that —

7

is it line IS -- and you see the fund numbersi

8

lOli the expenditure code?

9

A

10

(2

11

A

12

C3

klait a minute-

I am lost-

Right on the first page of that document.
Yes.
There are little numbers along the left margin-i and

13

about a third of the way down there is the fund

14

No.

15

study?

16

A

1011 and do you recognize that number from your

An account number.

I don't remember which one it isi

but I can find out-

17
18

<2

Idelli that is the Water Department-

19

A

All right-

20

(3

And you see that it is there designated as suchi

the fund namei "Division of Water and Heat"?

21
22

A

Yes.

23

(3

And I would ask you please to look at your page SSi

24

which contains the schedule of questionable transfers

25

that you were unable to explain.
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1

2
3

A

Excuse me-

<2

Uelli as I understood your testimony! it contains
transfers to

4

A

Ohn no-

theoretically to pay for services provided by other

8

city departments .

9

I said that among thosei we found questionable

10

the extreme variations from year to year in Light

11

and Power! and I didn't say iti but that paragraph that

12

you referred to me before on special accounts! we

13

only raised the question! and we didn't know what it

14

was! because there was no description of special

15

account! particularly since it didn't start until

16

ntT in this case.

17

(3

inTfii! and it happens just to be for the bJater

20

Department! with similar recordation available to

21

other departments in other years.

22

24
25

Ide 11! I would ask you to look at the left column on
page flS! and this happens to be just for the year

19

23

bJe did not have questions about it.

I thought I said that those transfers were there

7

18

funds other than the general fund about

which you had questioned.

5

6

That is not what page flS contains.

A

Yes.

<2

The left-hand column is entitled! "Light and Power!"

and I ask you to turn to the second page! which is

